
UNAPOLOGETIC
REFRAMING THE MANIFESTOR NARRATIVE



When I was a child, I received a black sheep stuffed animal that I absolutely adored. When I
learned the symbolic meaning, I instantly identified with the black sheep. But I didn’t view it
as a bad thing. 

Because as very young children, we know in our heart that it’s good to be different. It’s only
when society tells us otherwise that we start to see being the black sheep, disobedience,
and standing out as negative or unsafe.

The ram in astrology represents initiation. As a spirit animal, it says “it’s time to lower your
head and charge straight toward the goals you’ve been too afraid of going for. Peace is
always the answer, but sometimes we need support to get through thick barriers in life.
And, sometimes, we have to plow through those obstacles head on!”

I hope this collection of musings helps you reframe your perspective on being
unapologetically you, like the black sheep, and gives you the much-needed permission to
step into your role as powerful initiator. 

Preface

To stop being a sheeple.



Manifestors are creative powerhouses here to wake humanity up to expansive possibilities. 

 

They disrupt the status quo and birth new concepts into the world. 

 

Their superpower is knowing the unknown and initiating society into these new territories. 

 

They are unstoppable when they stop stopping themselves. 

 

And they are the most misunderstood, most amazing people on the planet.

Introduction

I know this because I am one. And my role as a 6/2 emotional manifestor is to learn from
my life lessons and share my greatest takeaways with you. So here we are!

I started my spiritual healing journey in the Spring of 2018 – the beginning of my Saturn
return (although I didn’t know it at the time). After getting married, starting a very
successful social media marketing business, and thinking I had figured life all out… dun dun
dun. Saturn Capricorn was like “girl, we can do better than this. You’re way too
comfortable!” 

I felt completely and entirely unfulfilled by what I had built. I was tired of clients “nagging”
at me. I was so bored by every mind-numbing task on my to-do list. Little by little I
outsourced parts of my day to an assistant, and eventually I hired a coach to help guide me
through this transition to creating something that I could be proud of.

We worked on money mindset, manifesting, masculine/feminine flow, allllll the stuff. It was
eye opening. I knew I had a big vision but I also I had so many stories.

“People ignore me and don’t care what I have to say”

“No one else is doing what I want to do so therefore it’s not needed”

“I’m not confident enough in this work to make a career out of it”

I would continue to work through these stories for years as I studied and studied and
studied some more. But things were going nowhere, fast. 
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My human design journey began in March of 2019. Well, I actually had discovered it years
before that, but I was like oh that’s nice... *clicks out* (that bodygraph sure is odd looking)

This time around, I spent six straight months reading through every single piece of content I
could get my hands on. I joined Facebook groups, had readings done, and eventually started
my own Instagram (@Samanifestor) to share my journey. 

As a 6/2 left-angle cross of healing, part of what I am here to share is stories of my own
healing journey. What has worked, what hasn’t worked, and what I observe in my own quest
to feel joy and peace in this world. My goal is to share resources that altered and sped up my
healing trajectory here with you. 

They say you only have to be a few steps ahead to help someone, and I remember what it’s
like to be new to human design and my healing journey. So I hope my lessons from my first
stage of 3rd line trial & error will help you. I will be covering some of the most common
obstacles, blocks, stories, and experiences I see disempowering manifestors day in and day
out… and hopefully some new reframes to help you get on the path to power.

Keep an eye out for the green leaf markings on the left-hand side of this ebook for
opportunities for journaling and reflection. 

Introduction
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Of course, we have to start here. It’s what makes us manifestors – our aura. 

We have lived with it our entire lives, possibly sensing something is slightly different about
us. But not really being able to put our finger on it. Then we discover human design and learn
we have a repelling aura and *cue the waterworks*! Everyone hates us, we are the worst, we
should just go into hiding… right?

It’s time to reframe how we view this aura, and release the belief we have attached to it. This
part of us that has protected us for so long. It’s not our personality that is repelling, because
the aura is all mechanical. It is our energy field, designed to set things in motion. As Ra says,
it's not often a deeply conscious thing that people are taking in, it's more of a subtle
awareness. An "immune system" response he calls it. 

When someone comes towards us, their own aura is pushed back. And that’s a different
sensation than they might be used to. And that can sometimes cause some discomfort and
confusion on an energetic level. But it won't prevent you from connecting with others.

"Repelling Aura"

“Your aura is closed not so that you can push people away, but so that your vision will

stay pure and protected. So that the wrong people won’t influence you.” – Krystal Woods

If you're feeling disconnected, keep in mind that we live in a world where people are more
alone than ever. The average person in the U.S. has only one close friend. One in four people
have no confidantes at all! Zero. To make things worse, 75% of people say that they're
unsatisfied with the friendships that they do have!

So yes, even generators feel lonely with their enveloping aura. It’s not you, it’s not your aura,
it’s the world we're living in. No one was designed to have everyone like them. So if you still
feel like your repelling aura is impacting relationships with others, keep this in mind. 

One final thing to keep in mind: you most likely have people in your life who feel totally
comfortable with you and always have. They love you for you. I once told my father that I
can come off intimidating and he looked at me like I had two heads!  

The people close to us will feel differently about us than a stranger on the street. If you can
name at least one person who sees you for you, then you have proof that your aura is not a
hindrance and that people can connect with you. This one person is not a fluke - use that
proof to propel you into new, joyful relationships.
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“What I’ve had to learn is that we are never truly alone,

because ultimately there are so many who are going to be

dependent on us. They will. We are always going to find our

allies, because we are always going to find those forces,

mostly generators, that need this power of initiation to give

them a direction in their life, to be the stimulus for them. 

They’re ready not simply to stand aside, but they’re ready to

follow the moment you can act correctly as a manifestor, the

moment you are being moved by your authority and you are

making sure that you inform those who need to be informed.

Then the doorway opens."

- Ra Uru Hu



When a Manifestor shares with others, this naturally relaxes those around them and removes
energetic resistance, allowing them to initiate in peace.

This is what we’re told, at least. Informing is a faux strategy, and it’s not guaranteed to bring
you peace. But I do believe over time, the more you experiment with it, communication in
general is the manifestor’s best healing asset on the path to peace and freedom.

Ra claims the ideal operation of the manifestor is when the manifestor beeps the horn but
doesn’t slow down when someone is in the street. While that’s a great idealistic vision of
how the manifestor functions, in my experience it’s not that easy. And if you’re a recovering
people pleaser who cares about others, it might be really difficult for you as well. 

Let’s face it – human interaction is not a one-way street. If you’re expecting acquaintances,
coworkers, friends, or family to magically move aside the second you inform them, you’re
going to get pissed off when they don’t. 

And where does that leave us? More resistance. 

Informing & Communication

As manifestors, it’s often the case that we learned that others know what is best for us.

Because whenever we would try to take action as children, someone would always swoop

in to try and control or fix us. When you've been made out to be 'wrong' your whole life, it

can certainly feel like communication is futile for many reasons. 

So when we’re still healing and we muster up an ounce of courage to inform ONCE, we still
have those old stories and wounds playing out. What happens?

We’re met with the same resistance we have been meeting our entire life. People trying to
make suggestions, people trying to stop us, people trying to propose alternative routes,
people trying to meddle. 

Because it’s what we’re anticipating, it’s who we’ve surrounded ourselves with, it’s how it’s
always been, and it is our reality. And for 90% of the population, that's how interaction
works. So can you really blame them for not knowing that their "trying to help" is really a
hindrance? 

So we inform once, we meet the dreaded external resistance, which creates more internal
resistance, and then we walk away shaking our heads saying “informing sucks, informing
doesn’t work, F informing!"
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Informing, like anything, is a muscle we have to strengthen. It’s us coming into our power,
expressing our own desires and needs, no longer bending at the will of others. So the more
we do it, the more…

Informing & Communication

People around us either (a) accept it or (b) leave

Courage and confidence we build in ourselves to stand our ground

We find the right way to communicate that feels good for us

What if informing wasn’t “oh crap, I have to inform” and it became “omg yay I get to inform
and possibly bring this person along for this awesome journey I’m about to pioneer!”?

Because hey, it can be lonely sometimes as a manifestor, and what if you could find a way to
inform that invites people in? Only when you want them, of course! 

Whether or not you’re bringing people along for the ride, informing gets to be done in a way
that feels good to you. Fellow manifestors and human design experts, they will try and tell
you how best to inform, but because it’s an artificial strategy, there really can’t be hard & fast
rules for it. This is an experiment, remember? 

In my experience, the more positive energy and confidence behind it, the less likely you are
to meet resistance. If it feels like an obligation and that you have to do it in a certain way, it’s
going to be frustrating and likely unsuccessful. 

As an emotional manifestor with my solar plexus directly connected to my throat, I am aware
that my voice can have a lot of emotion. If I try to inform from an angry, agitated, or lower
emotion place, I am almost always met with resistance. Informing from this place would often
result in the other recoiling or worse, tone policing me.

We can't change the fact that people are sensitive to the delivery of a message. And the
point is not to walk on eggshells and only inform when you’re in a cheery mood. It’s not
about changing who you are to make others more comfortable. But tone can and will be
misinterpreted, so you get to decide if it’s going to work for you or against you.

I find that if I can collect myself and inform with empathy, care, and yet still own my power,
then the other person presents less resistance. 
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After all, people just want to be seen and heard. That’s why inform and ghost is such a hard
thing – it leaves the other person feeling like “what about me?” 

A projector’s aura says “I am here for you”. Ours can never say that - but informing does.

If we can inform with a tone that says “I feel you, I see you” then you’re using the power of
your voice to empathetically express the informing in a way that leaves no room for
suggestion or opposition. Will it always be easy? Not at first, and that’s why we practice. 

Some tips from my voice coach that I’d like to pass on to you, with my own thoughts: 

Informing & Communication

Stand and own your message. People can hear hesitation in your

voice, and that often feels like an invitation for them to dispute. 

The moment we begin to think about someone’s reaction, that

weakens our voice. Can you inform with conviction? Can you

inform in a way that says “I care about you but I’m doing this"? 

Pause and quiet are the most powerful ways to draw someone in

and get your point across. Don’t rush through your informing – let

it sink in with impact.

Here are some helpful ways to start off informing that might help show that you’re not
welcoming any criticism or feedback. You don’t need to go into detail. Just share the "need to
know" facts. And even if they don't have your back, it sends a pretty clear message that it's
not open for debate.

"I have decided this is where I’m going with this…"

"Here is my plan for XYZ…"

"I'm not going to get into the details, but I will share any need-to-

know information with you when the time is right."

"I will (not) be doing XYZ and I appreciate you having my back."
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Informing can also be telling people how you feel, your trepidations & concerns, but those
are more likely to feel like invitations for others to try and help. And if help is what you want
– great! But if it’s not, then you might want to try ending your feelings/concerns with “I’m
not looking for help right now with this, but I just wanted to share” or something along those
lines. 

Pay attention to the times you inform and people DO mobilize to support you. Maybe even
keep a journal or running log of your informing experiences and make notes on what works
& what doesn't work. 

For example, when are the times you informed someone in your life, and instead of trying to
get in your way, they actually helped you by either making an introduction, sharing a
resource, or bringing you an opportunity?

Last but not least, if you keep meeting resistance and control from the same person when
you try to inform, it might be time to re-evaluate their role in your life. Life is too short to
constantly be in battle with others. 

“I appreciate your concern, and this is my decision."

“Thank you for your patience as I navigate this myself.”

“I’m doing this myself, if I need support I will let you know.”

“I’m in my flow, please give me some space and I will come to you

when I'm ready."

“I’m not looking for advice at this time, thank you.”

"This is not something I am open to answering questions about."

“I desire XYZ...”

 

Informing can also look like…

Informing & Communication
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The existential question the manifestor asks themselves is “who do I impact?” Many of us
have big visions and because of this, it can often feel like we want to go out and change the
world and make a huge impact. 

For me, this creates a lot of internal pressure and a feeling like I should be further along. The
pressure and deep longing often leaves me feeling ignored and like "no one" cares what I
have to say. This causes me to doubt my message, my value, and knocks me off my podium. 

When we have such a big idealistic perspective of what could be, we tend to overlook the
small strides forward and the small wins. How often do you take time to reflect on how far
you've come and how much you've accomplished?

The truth is: we impact in every moment, even though we are blind to it. Every action we
take is impacting the world in some way or another. It's what our aura does. 

If you feel this sense of impatience due to your desires to impact, acknowledging this is the
first step. The impact is there, no matter what you do. So you don't have to keep do do doing
in order to feel like you've accomplished anything. 

Your mind might try and tell you that your purpose is bigger and that you need to go out and
make things happen so that you can have your impact. 

Your ego might rag on you for not having millions of fawning fans and a business that
revolutionizes the world. 

The not-self will make up hundreds of different things you could do to really have an impact
here on planet earth.

But no matter what the mind, ego, not-self says... no matter how much you desire to control
and shape your impact on the world, it's out of your hands. Your 'being' is catalyzing, and
when you're being moved by your authority, you're moved towards your purpose. Act from
your authority, and watch the magic happen. 

"This is what we're about. Whether anybody is there, whether anybody follows isn't the

point. The point is that the only freedom we really have is to act. All we want to do is

eliminate the resistance so you can see where the act takes you. This is our magic." - Ra

Who do I impact?
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When I learned this phrase, my whole world changed. Something I struggled with early on as
a manifestor was all of these people telling me that we’re here to break the rules and carve
or own path and yadda yadda… 

But society still operates in a very strict & judgemental way. I found it so difficult to reconcile
this newfound permission to do as I please, with the fact that if I actually did my own thing, I
would be shamed, ridiculed, yelled at, abandoned, etc.

I so badly wanted to just do my own thing, but didn’t I have to take into account other
people’s feelings? Didn’t I have to fit into the system? If I stepped out of line, was society
going to cancel me??

I struggled with this for a year. Every post I read about manifestors being able to do
whatever they wanted – they just made me angry. “No I can’t! People won’t like that!” I
would yell at my phone. 

It’s one thing to understand something on an intellectual level. When we realize it on our

soul level, that’s when the magic happens. 

This concept really sunk in for me after spending months caught up in the whirlwind of
COVID and the Black Lives Matter movement. I had completely given my power away to
others during that time, abandoning any and all self-trust. I had never felt so disconnected
from myself and so dependent on others for guidance. 

It was right after that that I had come across Madison Morrigan and her work. And her
messages gave me the final permission slip needed (sometimes you need just one, sometimes
you need one million) to just write my own damn rules. 

I realized I needed to start honoring what was true for ME, no matter what. Self-
abandonment in favor of the collective was making me sick. I could feel the resistance and
anger building inside of me, I could feel myself being pulled away from peace. 

These ‘fed up’ moments I like to call them, have been my biggest catalyst to self-sovereignty. 

Self-Sovereignty
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Being SO fed up with being told what to do.

Being SO fed up with following the rules and getting shit on. 

Being SO fed up with not getting what I truly desire.

Self-Sovereignty

No manifestor is operating correctly when they are hooked into other people’s projections or
looking to leaders to tell them what to do. 

What fed up rock bottom moments are on your horizon right now that can catalyze you? 

We often people please and give our power away to others to keep the peace. Not rock the
boat. But what if a few minutes, hours, or days of waves… is what is needed to keep the
water calm for weeks, years, a lifetime? 

"But isn't being unapologetic and self sovereign rude? What about other people's feelings?"

Being unapologetic means to not regret or be sorry for the things you say and do when you
put your own needs and desires first. Even if people (or you’re assuming people) view this as
rude or selfish. 

If people are indeed viewing your desire to put yourself first as rude/selfish, or they shame
you for speaking your own truth and not their truth, then they are truly the rude/selfish
ones. Because put yourself in their shoes for a minute. 

How selfish would you feel if you expected others to put your own needs & desires before
their own? And how rude would you feel if you shamed others for speaking their own truth
and not adopting your own truth?

“Don’t do what makes you happy, do what makes me happy. Don’t you be selfish, satisfy

my selfishness,”  is essentially what these people are saying to you. How does that feel?

With this I encourage you to write your own set of rules for living that stem from your own
values. What are non-negotiables for you in this life? Where is your truth misaligned with the
so-called truth of society and which "rules" are you done living by? If other people's feelings
weren't involved, what would you say? What would you do?
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"I let go of the delusion that by changing myself I

can make others more comfortable, safe or change.

It is safe to trust my power. I let go of managing

other's experience of my fullness.

I let go of guessing, assuming and storytelling

about other people's experience and calling it

intuition. I trust others to own their truth.

I let go of asking others to guess, assume and mind-

read my experience. I trust myself to communicate

my needs, desires, and wants."

- MADISON MORRIGAN
ON SELF SOVEREIGNTY



Safety: the elephant in the room. Of course we'd all love to change with the snap of our
fingers! But our ego likes to keep us safe. And Change. Is. Scary. Period. People really hate
change and outliers. They love coasting along in safe & predictable territory. 

Well, we as manifestors are anything but "predictable". And as tribal beings, we also fear
change ourselves. Because if we bring change to the tribe and they reject it, then there goes
our survival.
 
This is a matter of making our subconscious feel safe to step outside of the tribe. 
 
If you’re conforming to fit into society and its safe bubble, then you’re likely perceiving that
it’s more beneficial to conform than to break out. Take some time to look at it from all
angles. Is your safety truly at stake if you were to break away from the bubble and does the
safety feel better than freedom?

potential benefits from fitting in

Safety & Belonging

potential benefits from breaking out

potential harm from fitting in potential harm from breaking out
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“You do not need anyone to like you. Only YOU need to like

you. Once this conditioning begins to dissolve and you begin

to become inspired by yourself, you will inform others what

will be happening instead of asking others for permission.

Sometimes as manifestors… we can half ass manifest. Our

hearts aren’t in it. We still have doubt. 

But. When a Manifestor informs correctly with the right

energy behind their manifestation (coming directly from their

charged motor where they are confident and fully powered)

resistance literally moves right out of the way. And you

manifest in a very powerful and dramatic way.”

- Vaness Henry



We have two options in this life: fit in or break out. Okay I guess there’s a third option of
trying to straddle both, have a foot in both places. But it's not a very sustainable position.

If you’re forcing yourself to fit in, you’re not in your manifestor power. If you really want to
live up to your full manifestor potential, you’ll have to break away. 

And you might find after doing the exercise above that there's so much harm that comes
from forcing yourself into the generic, mundane world where you are not allowed to do you.
You might find that it feels really good to let go of the notion that it’s better to be liked by all. 

And by the way... who’s to even say that telling people what they want to hear is going to
get them to like you? There are no guarantees there. They like your amenability, not you.  

“Would I rather be ‘potentially’ well-liked… or would I rather be peacefully in my

power?”

This is a question I suggest asking yourself daily. And remember that no matter what society
says, it’s okay to be...

Safety & Belonging

An independent rule-breaker

Unapologetic, self-absorbed, and uninfluenced 

A truth bringer (even if the truth hurts others)

Why? Because when we are these things, we empower others to break free. To help them
find their footing through chaos. We show them that there is so much value in being true to
themselves and walking a path never walked before. 
 
This is a massive part of how we catalyze change in the world! So when & where are you
telling yourself that being your true independent self is selfish, inconsiderate, or unsafe?

Focus on the beneficial why - why you've been blessed with this design and it will help reframe
ruffling people’s feathers. Can we look at disruption as a good and not a shameful thing? 
 
If you fear backlash, people saying you’re wrong for thinking or feeling a certain way, keep in
mind: all new truths were at one point controversial, and eventually became more widely
accepted. Some truths just take more time than others, but whenever you start to doubt
yourself, just surrender into this mantra:
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I trust that my

desires are simply

divine energy that

WANTS to be

expressed and

played through me

MANIFESTOR MANTRA



“Manifestor, your magic isn’t just thinking outside of the box. It’s also creating a whole

new box to play in” - Ashley Bergan

When Resistances Arises

People keep telling you no and getting in your way. Obstacles arise. No matter what you do
it feels like you keep bumping up against external resistance. What do you do?
 
Get angry (the reaction for most manifestors), or take matter into your own hands. 
 
For example: I really desire to help hospitality properties & tourism experiences elevate and
create more meaningful journeys for their visitors & guests. But when I started sharing this
and pitching businesses, no one was on board. They couldn’t see the potential that I saw.
They couldn’t get past their own stories about what is possible. 
 
So while I continue to voice my vision, I’m also getting tired of waiting. Waiting is a
generators game – a manifestor’s not-self showing. How could I create my own reality? 

One thing I could do is host my own pop-up experiences that bring my vision to life. I could
invest in my own property and turn it into something remarkable. This requires no one else’s
“permission”. And as soon as I do it successfully, others will finally be able to see what’s
possible for them and they’ll want to hop on the train.

Just because 10, 20, 100, 1000 people say no, it doesn’t mean anything. I could have easily
given up many times, writing off this vision of mine. But I kept sharing. And then I started
meeting other people who “got it”. 

Ra explains that the manifestor has to sweep all resistance clear before forging ahead in our
path. It's not enough to be moved by your authority - you need to get obstacles out of the
way. Is your path swept clear? Authority gives you correct action, but our actions have to be
carefully crafted. Take note of what (or who) is blocking you from your path, and inform or
forge ahead in the way of least resistance. 

Unlike many manifestors I've spoken to, I love help. I'll take all the help I can get. But when
support is not up for offer, if people keep bringing you resistance, then what are some ways
you can forge ahead without them? Like in my own example?
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Creation, Creativity, Attraction

Think manifestors aren’t an attractive bunch? Still hung up on the repelling aura? Sure,
generators get a rep for being magnetic when in alignment... so what about the manifestor?
When are we most attractive? 

I would argue that a manifestor is most magnetic when they are inspired, clear, confident,
passionately creating, and trusting. 

Are you creating what you really want or someone else’s vision? Are you being idealistic and
visionary or are you stuck in the possibility realm? 

Without clarity, we bring confusion. Confusion, chaos, these things are not magnetic. 

Without confidence, without buy-in to our own passions, others will meet us with that same
lukewarm conviction. (BTW - as a manifestor, you do not need to validate your ideas. In fact
if you try, you likely will hear crickets if your ideas are innovative and pioneering.)

Without trust, we force. We try to push things along our own timeline. Even manifestors
need to wait for divine timing. If you’re in a waiting period, take the time to get even more
clear. 

People are in awe of our ability to create. This what we are here for. When we move through
our creation process peacefully, joyfully, that is when others are like, what a goddess!

Imagine this version of you in your mind. The version of you who is confident, passionate,
trusting... does it feel good? 

Where are you holding yourself back from this version of yourself in fear of upsetting others
or because people told you in the past that you are too much? 

Where are you lacking inspiration, clarity, confidence, passion, and trust? 

What can you do today to embody this magnetic version of yourself?
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Receiving Support 

Why do you feel like you need or want to do it all yourself? As manifestors, we don’t need
other people. But why wouldn’t you want to feel supported? 

Maybe in your past, other people just complicated things. Or brought more trouble than
they’re worth. Or took away your peace.

Growing up, I would constantly mutter how much I hated people. Oooo yes, I hated people
with a heated passion. Anger and rage are an understatement - I couldn't be around others. I
hate to admit it, but it's true. I had some awful experiences with humans in my life,
constantly let down & disappointed by others from a young age. I soon reached a point
where I didn't even want their support. I didn't even want to be on the same planet as them.

Do you hear my 6/2 pessimism talking? 

Since discovering human design, I can now view humanity with empathy and understanding.
And I now see that these were not my people. They were just here to bring me important
lessons. They were my "bumps" (as Ra likes to call it) that I had to deal with as a 3rd line. 

They were here to create contrast so that I could so clearly see the kind of people I do

want to surround myself with. No matter our type, our profile, we all have these people in

our lives. But we can't create sweeping generalized stories about humanity from these

unpleasant interactions, or we'll never leave the house.

My sun and north node in astrology are in my 11th house. Deep down, I'm always looking for
my tribe. The more I decondition, the more I immerse myself in the spiritual community, the
more I find them. 

Surround yourself with people who have BIG visions, with expansive mindsets. People who
will lift you up, cheer you on, and lend you a hand when you ask. We can only surround
ourselves with so many people - anyone who shies away from your bigness is not meant for you.
Don't waste a moment stooping down to their energetic level.

PS - fellow manifestors are a great support network. They will be able to empathize with you,
won’t judge you, won’t try and control you, and they are great people to have around.

For spiritual and healing support (just as important) keep scrolling or flipping for some of my
favorite resources. 
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Donna Eden's energy routine helps me get out of bed (darn undefined sacral)

Voice coaching helps me work up the courage to speak out

The Sedona Method helps me let go and surrender

It took me a long time to feel supported in my healing journey. My stories around safety and
failure ran so deep that even some subconscious healing efforts made little impact because
my story was "nothing works out for me, so what's the point?"

I don't journal regularly. I don't meditate in the traditional sense. Just because it seems like
everyone swears by a healing modality, doesn't mean it's right for you. I am sharing these
resources in hopes that you find something that helps.

Favorite Resources 
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Abraham Hicks Clarity on Selfishness gave me permission to be self-ish

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di5Ua44iuXc
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/captivate-the-room/id1091333779
https://www.sedona.com/home.asp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwXMP5nS8vE


Alexis Smart's Ganesh flower essences give me courage

Madison Morrigan's prayer helps me embrace self-sovereignty

Matt Kahn's talk on the Art of Self-Love changed my perspective on positive self-talk

The Human Design Women's group answered so many of my questions

Favorite Resources 
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https://www.alexissmart.com/shop-all-1/ganesh
https://www.madisonmorrigan.com/blog/call-your-energy-back
https://www.madisonmorrigan.com/blog/call-your-energy-back
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HckQxHjuds&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ManifestorWomen/


Herbal Adaptogen teas help sooth me in times of high stress

Rubbing a stainless steel spoon on the soles of my feet keeps me grounded

EFT gives me the power to change stuck narratives. Here are a few of my favorites for

myself and fellow manifestors: 

Fear of Conflict

Speaking your truth 

Fear of Critics

Stop Comparisonitis

Self Belief

Letting go of the "How"

Favorite Resources 
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https://clubmagichour.com/collections/herbal-tea
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akg0AnNISI8S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4Xd2QGOCjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHEMKT_Zil0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=La7w-3vmF_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPBXMijTAWQ&t=947s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vk2EygEMNz4


Peace & Final Words

The more we decondition, the more proof we collect that we can...

Be boldly in our own power *and* be magnetic (NOT repelling)

Be independent, follow our own rules *and* be a respected part of society 

Speak & act our truth *and* feel good about ourselves

You don't have to choose. Start small in order to gather proof. When you’re learning how to
fight you don’t go out and get in a a blowout with the biggest bully. As you’re building your
manifestor muscles, start informing with smaller things and with people you know won’t
present much resistance. 

For me, nothing changed until I started collecting the proof. I could read all I want, consume
all the content. But I couldn’t believe it until I saw it working for me. This is an experiment,
after all. Follow your authority and honor the deconditioning process. 

No one is saying it will be easy at first. You will be tempted time and time again to give away
your power in order to keep peace. But that will only result in built up resentment and anger
- I can promise you that. 

And not every instance of informing is going to get you what you want. Not everything you
initiate is going to result in the impact you’re imagining in your head. Human design isn’t
magic - we’re still human! 

Over time, when you follow the process, you will find peace. That is what human design gifts
us. Resistance and the anger that follows, it will soften with deconditioning and informing.
Whether you just started your journey or you’re a few years in, know that’s this is not an
overnight transformation. 

It takes seven years to fully decondition ourselves from the not-self behavior and mental
patterns. So don't rush this process, and lean on your guides for support. Take stock of the
resistance in your life, and ask the universe how you can clear it. Ask your spiritual support
team: what would it take to step into my manifestor power with more ease?

I hope this has been helpful for you, and I hope you'll share your greatest revelations with
me. Feel free to reach out to me anytime on instagram @samanifestor. We're in this
deconditioning journey together and you don't have to do it all alone! <3 
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Manifestor Role Models & Expanders



They liked me

better when I was

pleasing, but I like

me better when I'm

in my power.

THE END


